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ABSTRACT

Chemical mapping is a broadly utilized technique for
probing the structure and function of RNAs. The vol-
ume of chemical mapping data continues to grow as
more researchers routinely employ this information
and as experimental methods increase in through-
put and information content. To create a central loca-
tion for these data, we established an RNA mapping
database (RMDB) 5 years ago. The RMDB, which is
available at http://rmdb.stanford.edu, now contains
chemical mapping data for over 800 entries, involv-
ing 134 000 natural and engineered RNAs, in vitro and
in cellulo. The entries include large data sets from
multidimensional techniques that focus on RNA ter-
tiary structure and co-transcriptional folding, result-
ing in over 15 million residues probed. The database
interface has been redesigned and now offers in-
teractive graphical browsing of structural, thermo-
dynamic and kinetic data at single-nucleotide reso-
lution. The front-end interface now uses the force-
directed RNA applet for secondary structure visu-
alization and other JavaScript-based views of bar
graphs and annotations. A new interface also stream-
lines the process for depositing new chemical map-
ping data to the RMDB.

INTRODUCTION

RNA secondary and tertiary structures are critical to under-
standing the diverse range of cellular processes that RNA
performs, including protein synthesis, gene regulation and
mRNA maturation (1–3). RNA structure is being inves-
tigated using a host of biophysical and biochemical tech-
niques (1,4,5–7). Over the past decade, chemical mapping
has become a widely utilized method for determining the
structural features of RNA nucleotides. Although originally
devised in the 1970s (8), chemical mapping began to gain
much wider use with the development of modern methods;

for example, probed RNA molecules can be reverse tran-
scribed into DNA, which can be analyzed via sequencing
to infer the nucleotides that were chemically modified (9).
These new methods also include high-throughput methods
that permit the generation of single-nucleotide-resolution
chemical mapping data for thousands of distinct RNAs us-
ing a single-pot reaction, including entire transcriptomes
probed within cells (10,11). Recently, techniques have been
developed that probe the tertiary structure of RNA or mon-
itor an RNA’s secondary structure at different stages of its
transcription, adding additional structural features that can
be determined with chemical mapping (12,13).

The vast amount of data now being produced might en-
able the generation of better rules that can predict the rela-
tionships between RNA sequence and structure. Neverthe-
less, unlike other structural biology techniques that produce
shareable data, such as nuclear magnetic resonance, crystal-
lography and electron microscopy, there has been no equiv-
alent of the Biological Magnetic Resonance Bank (14), Pro-
tein Data Bank (15) or Electron Microscopy Data Bank (16)
for storing chemical mapping data sets with corresponding
structural models. While structure mapping data are often
available in the supporting material of publications, inde-
pendent analyses benefit from consolidation of data, stan-
dardization of file formats, error estimates and notes on nor-
malization. To enable such analyses, we created an RNA
mapping database (RMDB) (17), a central location to de-
posit and search curated structure mapping measurements
in both human- and machine-readable formats. In addition,
the RMDB contains an interface that allows users to infer
the relationships between structure and chemical mapping
data. All the data contained in the RMDB are freely avail-
able and can be integrated into other repositories, such as
the Protein Data Bank.

The amount of chemical mapping data deposited into
the RMDB continues to rapidly increase. As of 2017, the
RMDB contains data for over 134 000 RNAs. Based on the
lessons learned from dealing with this significant amount of
data as well as with new kinds of data and new visualization
methods, we have redesigned all facets of the RMDB. It now
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Figure 1. Recent growth in the RNA mapping databank, plotted as a cu-
mulative distribution against deposition date.

offers improved graphical analyses of structural, thermody-
namic and kinetic data, all via an interactive environment.
This redesign includes a new front-end interface that pro-
vides significantly more information about the probed RNA
at single-nucleotide resolution. For every entry, the RMDB
provides the force-directed RNA (FORNA) applet to dis-
play the chemical mapping reactivity on secondary struc-
tures that can be interactively rearranged and an interactive
heat map for reading out data values within the context of
large data sets. Furthermore, the new RMDB has simplified
the submission process to encourage more groups to submit
their chemical mapping data.

UPDATES TO THE RMDB

New entries

There are currently 506 entries detailing 845 experimental
datasets on over 134 000 RNAs and 15 million unique data
points (growth of RMDB: Figure 1). To simplify browsing
these data, we now organize them into distinct categories.
For example, ‘RNA Puzzles’ contains the chemical mapping
data generated for the community-wide RNA Puzzle struc-
ture prediction trials, starting with Puzzle 5 (18). These chal-
lenges are blind tertiary structural predictions that involve
modeling groups predicting 3D models of unreleased RNA
crystal structures. ‘Eterna’ archives chemical mapping data
from the Eterna massive open laboratory, an internet-scale
project in which participants design RNA sequences that
match a given target secondary structure. These RNAs are
created experimentally and probed to see how well they
match the target (19). Other categories are being created
such as entries with associated 3D models in the PDB. ‘Gen-
eral’ now includes all other chemical mapping data entries
that are from published experiments, allowing users to in-
vestigate the raw data from given publications.

New interface

Since the original release of the RMDB, there have been
significant improvements in web interface technology. In
addition, newly developed chemical mapping techniques

now facilitate multidimensional experiments, by introduc-
ing primary sequence mutations, titrating in small molecule
binders or by introducing protein road blocks to pause
RNA polymerase at each sequential residue (13,20,21). To
best represent these new chemical mapping data, we have re-
designed the RMDB user interface using current standards
in HTML5, CSS and JavaScript. This redesign ensures that
all modern web browsers (Chrome, Firefox, Edge and Sa-
fari), as well as mobile browsers, have an identical experi-
ence, and all sections of the RMDB are responsive to both
window and screen size. Instead of a single bar graph to
represent reactivity, we now have an interactive heat map
in which each row corresponds to a specific RNA sequence
or condition and each column corresponds to the reactivity
of each residue in a construct (Figure 2A). Furthermore,
there are multiple tabs that can be accessed on the left side
of the interface that give more information about experi-
mental conditions (Figure 2B) and display a bar plot of a
subset of the data for the location the user clicked on the
heat map (Figure 2C).

In addition to the new interactive interface for viewing
existing chemical mapping data, the RMDB has a simpli-
fied submission process for adding new chemical mapping
entries (Figure 3). In addition to detailed instructions on
how to generate RDAT files (the format of the RMDB) or
ISA-TAB files (22), we have also developed validation tools
to inspect a given RDAT file before submission; these tools
can detect missing or incomplete fields.

New secondary structure viewer

The previous version of the RMDB used VARNA (23)
as the RNA secondary structure viewer, but support for
VARNA has been lost in most modern web browsers due
to security concerns about Java plugins. We therefore up-
graded RMDB to use the FORNA (24) web application to
display RNA secondary structure with chemical mapping
data (Figure 4). The new FORNA viewer allows RNA sec-
ondary structures to be displayed directly in a web browser
without installing any software. The complete FORNA
package also allows for the interactive editing of the dis-
played structures, the display of structures with pseudo-
knots, the simultaneous visualization of multiple structures
and the automatic generation of secondary structure dia-
grams from Protein Data Bank files. These features will al-
low more functionality to be built into RMDB’s FORNA
structure viewer in the future. The FORNA viewer in the
updated RMDB displays the secondary structure model
provided by the depositor and shows the experimental re-
activity with a color bar scaled to the normalized data from
the RDAT files deposited (Figure 4). For entries with mul-
tiple mapping datasets, the drop-down menu allows for the
selection of the specific datasets to display.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Chemical mapping has become a widely used technique
for exploring both the secondary and tertiary structures of
RNA. We expect its use to only increase, with more groups
adopting and expanding chemical mapping techniques to
supplement their other molecular and structural biology ex-
periments. The updates presented herein bring the RMDB
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Figure 2. Screenshots of the new interactive user interface for viewing RMDB entries. (A) An example of an entry. (B) The left panel maximizes when
clicked, giving additional data about the experimental conditions. (C) Clicking on a data point on the heat map opens a bar plot that gives more information
about the surrounding data.
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Figure 3. The simplified submission form for adding a new entry to the RMDB.

Figure 4. The FORNA JavaScript applet allows users to see each chemical mapping data set on a secondary structure supplied with the RMDB entry by
the depositor.
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to version 2.0. Use of current web standards and interac-
tive interfaces for users prepare the database for more data
and for further extensions to display 3D structures. In the
future, we plan to link to other repositories such as RNA-
central, RFAM and the PDB. The RMDB seeks to be a cen-
tral location for RNA researchers to deposit their data for
publication and to also serve those interested in determin-
ing the general relationship between chemical mapping data
and structure using machine learning or physics-based ap-
proaches.
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